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If X is a partially ordered set and Y is totally ordered, there is a natural inter- 
pretation of the term “monotonic” as applied to functions with domain X and range 
in Y. It is shown that, when X has a simple additional property, then a function on 
X to Y is monotonic if it is monotonic on every chain in X of cardinal 3. The 
particular case X = IR” yields a result with applications in analysis. Interval 
functions are also seen to fit into the general area of monotonicity. 0 1984Acrdemic 
Press, Inc. 
The following simple fact can be useful in analysis: 
PROPOSITION 1. If E E R and the function f: E + R is monotonic on 
every subset of E consisting of three members, then f is monotonic on E. 
An example of an easy application is provided by Proposition 3 below. 
However, the result does not seem to be in the literature; and although 
Richard Rado devised an elegant verification, he has left it unpublished. 
Rado’s proof is actually valid for functions with domain and range in 
arbitrary totally ordered sets. In this note we operate in the context of partiul 
order. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a partially ordered set and let Y be totally ordered. 
The function f: X - Y is then said to be increasing if f (xi) Q f (x2) whenever 
x1, x2 E X and x, < x2. Decreasing functions are analogously defined, and 
the term monotonic has the obvious meaning. 
In the definition Y may be replaced by a partially ordered set and the 
property of monotonicity can then be defined for functions which map each 
chain in X into a chain in Y. Although the theorem below holds for such 
functions, nothing of substance seems to be gained by this generalization. 
The analogue of Proposition 1 is false when the subset E of IR is replaced 
by an arbitrary partially ordered set. But validity can be restored by the 
introduction of an additional condition on the domain of the function which 
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ensures that its chains are not too disjointed. Our central result is the 
following. 
THEOREM. Let X be a partially ordered set with the property that any 
two chains in X of cardinal 2 have a common upper bound and a common 
lower bound, and let Y be any totally ordered set. 
lf the function f: X+ Y is monotonic on every chain in X of cardinal 3, 
then f is monotonic on X. 
Proof Assume that the conclusion is false. Then, for some function f 
which satisfies the given hypothesis, there are pairs of points a, b and c, d in 
X such that 
a<b and f(a) <f(b), 
while 
c<d and f(c) > f(d). 
Let p, q be any members of X such that p < a < b < q. If p < a, then, since 
f is monotonic on {p, a, b) and f(a) <f(b), it follows that f (p) < f(a); and 
this is, of course, also true when p = a. Similarly f(b) ( f(q) and therefore 
f(P) <f(q)* 
We can see in the same way that, when p, q E X and p < c < d < q, then 
f(P) >f(q)- 
Now, by hypothesis, there exist U, v E X such that 
u<a<b<v and u<c<d<v. 
These relations lead to the contradictory inequalities f(u) <f(v) and 
f(u) >f(v)* fl 
The condition on the set X in the theorem is, of course, satisfied by any 
totally ordered set and Proposition 1 is therefore an immediate corollary. 
Now let E, ,..., E, be totally ordered sets and put 
E=E, x .-- xE,. 
Then E has associated with it the natural coordinatewise partial order: if 
a = (a, ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., b,) E E, 
we say that a < b when a, Q bi (in Ei) for i = l,..., n. Any two points 
p = (p, ,..., p,), q = (ql ,..., qn) in E have a lower bound and an upper bound. 
For if 
ui = min(p,, 4A vi = max(z-b qt) (i = l,..., n), 
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then ui, vi E Ei and u = (U ,,..., uJ, v = (ui ,..., u,J are such that 
U<P, s<v. 
Thus the next result, a generalization of Proposition 1, is another special case 
of the theorem. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E ,,..., E, be (non-empty) subsets of R and let 
E=E, x ..a x E,. If the function f: E + R is monotonic on every chain in E 
of cardinal 3, then f is monotonic on E. 
Notes 
I. It is easy to exhibit simple subsets of R” which cannot replace the 
Cartesian products in Proposition 2. For instance, in R2, let D be the disc 
{X=(X,,X2)EiR2:X:+X:<2}; 
let A,, A 2 be the half-planes 
{XE lR2:x, < l}, {XE IR2:x2 < I}, 
respectively; and let f: D -+ R be the function defined by 
/ 
0 for xEDnA,nA,, 
f(x)= 1 for xE DnAi, 
-1 for xE DfTA;. 
Then f is evidently monotonic on every chain in D of cardinal 3, but f is not 
monotonic on D, since, e.g., 
f@ 0) < ffl, O), f (0, 0) > f (0, 11, 
II. We consider the special case n = 2 of Proposition 2 in a little more 
detail. We show that it is now sufficient to stipulate that f is monotonic on 
every chain in E of the form 
{x, x + he’, x + he’ + ke’} (i,j= 1, 21, 
where e’ = (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1) and h, k > 0. In other words, the chain is to lie 
on a straight line parallel to a coordinate axis or to form the vertices of a 
triangle with two sides parallel to the axes. For if this condition is satisfied, 
then f is monotonic on every chain of cardinal 3. To prove this, suppose that 
there is a chain {a, b, c} on which f is not monotonic. We may assume that 
a ( b < c and that 
f(a) <f(b) while f(b) > f(c). (1) 
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Let 
b = Q + k,e’ + k,e2, c = a + (k, + k,) e’ t (k, t k,) e2 
and assume that k, , k,, k, , k, > 0. Put 
p=a t k,e’, q = a t (k, t k,) e’, I = a t k,e’ t (k, t k,) e2. 
These points clearly belong to E. In view of (1) and the monotonicity off on 
{a, P, b}, {b, r, c} we have 
f(a) G f(p) <f(b) and f(b) > f(r) > f(c), 
with at least one strict inequality in each set. There are four possibilities to 
be disposed of. 
0) f(a) <f(p) andf(b) > f(r). 
Since f is monotonic on {p, b, r}, f(p) >f(b) and so f(p) > f(r). This 
contradicts the monotonicity off on {a, p, r}. 
60 f(a) < f(p) and f(r) > f(c). 
By monotonicity on {a, p, q}, f(p) <f(q) and so f(a) < f(q). Hence, by 
monotonicity on {a, q, c}, f(q) <f(c); and it follows that f(p) < f(c). 
However, by considering {p, r, c) we have f(p) > f(r), which leads to the 
opposite inequality f(p) > f(c). 
(iii) f(p) < f(b) and f(b) > f(r). 
This is impossible, since f is monotonic on {p, b, I}. 
(iv> Y(P) < f(b) and f(r) > f(c). 
By monotonicity on {p, b, r), f(p) <f(r); and this conflicts with the 
monotonicity off on {p, r, c}. 
Thus (1) cannot hold when k,, k,, k, , k, are all positive. If one of k, , k, 
or one of k,, k, is 0, the same type of argument, but in a much simplified 
form, shows that (1) is impossible. 
Although we have seen that, when n = 2, some weakening of the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2 is possible, the chains of monotonicity must not 
be restricted to lying on straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes. 
Equivalently, it is not sufficient to assume that f is monotonic on every line 
parallel to an axis. This is demonstrated by the function f: R 2 -+ R given by 
f (xl = Xl - x2 (x E R2), 
which is strictly increasing on every line parallel to the x,-axis and strictly 
decreasing on every line parallel to the x,-axis. 
We now obtain the consequence of Proposition 1 referred to in the 
introduction. 
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PROPOSITION 3. If I is an interval in R and the function f: Z--t R is 
continuous and injective, then f is strictly monotonic. 
Prooj If f is not monotonic, then, by Proposition 1, there are a, 6, c in Z 
such that a < b c c and 
or 
f(a) >f@h f(b) <f(c)- 
Suppose that (2) holds and that f(a) < f(c). By continuity, the interval [a, b] 
therefore contains a point d such that f (d) = f(c). Since 
d # c. Thus f is not injective. The contradiction shows that f must be 
monotonic. In fact, injectivity ensures that there is strict monotonicity. m 
In Proposition 3, the interval I G IF? can be replaced by an interval in R” 
(n > 1). The sole amendment needed in the proof is the remark that the 
requisite point d with f(d) = f ( ) 1 c ies on the straight line segment joining a 
and b. However, we shall show in a moment that the class of functions to 
which the multi-dimensional analogue of Proposition 3 applies is apt to be 
empty. The result is, of course, well known, but the usual proof is quite 
different, relying largely on the notion of connectedness. 
PROPOSITION 4. A real-valued function on a non-degenerate interval in 
R” (n > 1) cannot be both continuous and injective. 
Proof: Let I be a non-degenerate interval in R” (n > 1) and suppose that 
the function f: I-1 R is continuous and injective. Then, by the remark 
following Proposition 3, f is strictly monotonic with respect to the usual 
coordinate-wise partial order Q on I. But another partial order <’ on I is 
obtained by defining the relation x Q’ y to mean that 
X1 > YI ad Xi < Yi for 2<i<n; 
and f is strictly monotonic with respect to <’ also. Along lines parallel to the 
x,-axis a function increases (decreases) with respect to < if and only if it 
does so with respect to <‘. However, along lines parallel to the x,-axis, a 
function increases (decreases) with respect to < if and only if it decreases 
(increases) with respect to <‘. It follows that, along such lines in I, f both 
strictly increases and strictly decreases with respect to < (and <‘), which is 
impossible. I 
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An immediate corollary of the proposition is that a real-valued function 
on an open set G in R”(n > 1) cannot be both continuous and injective; for G 
contains a non-degenerate interval Z and a function continuous as well as 
injective on G is so also on I. 
Finally we derive from the main theorem a result on interval functions. 
Denote by r(R”) the set consisting of 0 and all intervals 
(a,, 41 x -.. x (a,, b,] 
in I4 “. Two members Z, J of S(iR”) are called adjacent if In J = 0 and 
ZUJE 3(W). 
The interval function w: s’(lR”) + R is, as usual, said to be Jinitely 
additive if 
w u 4 = w(Z) +wo 
whenever Z, J are adjacent members of T(lR”). We also call w  locally of 
constant sign if, whenever Z, J are adjacent members of Y(R”), w(Z) and 
w(J) are either both non-negative or both non-positive. Non-negative finitely 
additive interval functions are of fundamental importance in integration 
theory, since they lead to Lebesgue-Stieltjes outer measures. The question 
whether local constancy of sign entails global constancy of sign is therefore 
of some interest; its link with monotonicity becomes apparent once T(lR”) is 
partially ordered by inclusion. 
LEMMA. Suppose that the function w: S-(IR”) + R is finitely additive. 
Then 
(i) w  is monotonic if and only if it is of constant sign; and 
(ii) w  is monotonic on every chain of cardinal 3 if and only if it is 
locally of constant sign. 
Prooj We first note that the finite additivity of w  ensures that ~(0) = 0. 
(i)(a) If v/ is monotonic, then w(Z) = w(Z) - ~(0) has constant sign. 
(b) Suppose that w  has constant sign, say w(Z) > 0 for all 
Z E 7(R “). Let J, K E 7(iFi “) be such that J E K, and write 
J= J, x .+. x J,,, K=K, x ..a x K,, 
where Ji, K, E 7(lR) and J1 c Ki for i = l,..., n. Then, for each i, there exist 
Pi, Qi E 7(R) such that 
PiUJiUQi=Ki, 
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Pi, Qi are adjacent to Ji and Pi 77 Qi = 0. One or both of Pi, Qi may, of 
course, be empty. The intervals 
P,xJ,x-..xJ,,, Q,xJ,x-*-xJ, 
are adjacent to J and 
w(P, x J, x .a- x J,), t&Q, x J2 x . . - x J,) 2 0. (3) 
Hence, by finite additivity, 
VW, x Jz x . ..xJ.)~w(J,xJ,x...xJ,). (4) 
Proceeding step by step in this way we see that v(K) > v(J). Thus w  is 
monotonic. 
(ii)(a) Assume that w  is monotonic on every chain of cardinal 3. Take 
any two adjacent intervals Z, JE 3’(lR”). 
If y/(Z) = 0, then v(Z), w(J) are both non-negative or both non-positive. If 
w(Z) > 0, note that 
~EZGZUJ. 
It then follows that 
W(0) < w(Z) Q v@u 4 = w(I) + wm, 
so that w(J) > 0. Hence w  is locally of constant sign. 
(b) Suppose that w  is locally of constant sign. Let ZZ, J, K be members 
of 7(lRn) such that Hc JE K. 
First take w(H) = 0. If y/(J) = 0, then v is automatically monotonic on 
{H, J, K}. If w(J) > 0, then, in the notation of (i)(b), (3) holds since w  is 
locally of constant sign. Consequently (4) also holds and, as before, 
0 ( w(J) < w(K). Thus w  is monotonic on {H, J, K}. 
When y(H) > 0, we have 0 < w(H) < w(J) and 0 < v(J) < w(K), so that 
again there is monotonicity on {H, J, K}. u 
Two arbitrary intervals Z, J in J(R”) have 0 as a lower bound and any 
member of S(lF?“) containing ZU J as an upper bound. Hence, by the 
lemma, we have the following special case of the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf the finitely additive interval function w: 3’(iR “) -+ R 
is locally of constant sign, then it is of constant sign. 
There is, of course, an independent proof. For an argument of the kind 
used in (i)(b) and (ii)(b) above shows that, if there are intervals H, 
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J E J(lR”) such that w(H) > 0 and I@) < 0, then, for any K E S-(IF?“) with 
K 2 H, .J, I&) > 0 and t&K) < 0. 
When n = 1, there is an obvious many-to-one correspondence between the 
class F of point functions on R and the class Y of finitely additive interval 
functions on Y(R). For, given f E F, we can define w  E Y by 
w((a9 bl) = f(b) - f(a); (5) 
and, conversely, given ly E Y, we may define f E F by 
i 
v4(09 xl > when x > 0, 
f(x)= 0 when x = 0, (6) 
-v((--G 01) when x < 0. 
If F* is the subclass of F consisting of the functions on R which are 0 at 0, 
then (5) and (6) establish a bijection between F* and Y. Moreover, the 
interval function V/E !Y is non-negative (non-positive) if and only if the 
associated point functionf* E F* is increasing (decreasing); and I is locally 
of constant sign if and only if f * is monotonic on every subset of R of 
cardinal 3. Therefore Proposition 1 (with E = IR) and Proposition 5 are 
equivalent. 
When n > 1, the analogue of (5) is less simple. Let f be a function on R” 
to R and put 
W @ I)...) a,) =f(a, )...) uj + h (...) a,) -f(u, )...) a, )..., a,) 
for i = l,..., n. Then f generates the finitely additive interval function w  on 
J’(R”) by means of the relation 
w((~,,~,+~,]X~~~X(~,,~,+~,l) 
= “;, **a G”f(%..., a,) (7) 
= f(u, + h l,“‘, a, + A,) - c f(q + all,,..., a, + &,hJ 
E,+...+&“=n-l 
+ c f(u, + E,h ,,..., a, + E,h”) - *** + (-l)“f(u, ,..., a,) 
e,+..*+E,=n-2 
in which each si is 0 or 1 and all the hi are positive. If the right hand side of 
(7) has constant sign for all (a, ,..., a,) E IR” and all h, ,..., h, > 0 (i.e., if w  
has constant sign), then f may be called persistent (by analogy with the use 
of the term in [2], particularly in Section 7 (I)). Accordingly, local 
persistence is an appropriate name for the property off which confers local 
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constancy of sign on I,U. Hence Proposition 5 can now be reformulated as 
follows: If the function f: R” + R is locally persistent, then it is persistent. 
Although in the case n > 1 there is a bijection between certain point 
functions and all finitely additive interval functions on 3’(lR”), the 
monotonicity of the former is no longer related to the constancy of sign of 
the latter. (The topic is considered in Section 2 of [ 11.) Consequently there is 
now no direct connection between Propositions 2 and 5. 
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